
 

 

My children love science- especially when science lessons include hands on experiments.  When our Magic 

School Bus Weather Lab came in the mail they could not wait to become little meteorologists!   

Twenty-eight colorful experiment cards illustrated with all of my children’s favorite Magic School Bus 

characters explain each experiment and the science behind the activities.   

This weather lab is a good fit for any elementary aged child- older kids can expect to be independent 

meteorologists, while younger kids will need a parent to sit with them through the lab activities. 

   

With a little guidance, my 6-year-old son could read each card and complete many of the experiments 

himself.  The directions were clear and direct while the scientific explanations were concise and easy to 

understand.  Except for an experiment using a match and one using the stove, my 9-year-old could have easily 

completed the Weather Lab independently.     
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My children loved creating the Magic School Bus-shaped weather 

station with a thermometer, rain gauge, wind meter, wind vane, 

and compass.  They go outside multiple times a day to check the 

weather station and record their findings on the weather 

chart.  After a week of observation, the weather station is holding 

up well to being outdoors on our porch. 

On top of making a weather station the lab includes many other 

experiments, including making a tornado in a bottle, creating a 

rain cloud, using a sundial, and catching a rainbow.  They really 

packed a lot of learning fun into this box! 

The Magic School Bus Weather Lab by The Young Scientists 

Club teaches children all about the science behind the 

weather.  The kit comes with everything needed to turn a young 

scientist into a meteorologist.  With it’s cool school bus shaped 

packaging, it would make a perfect holiday or birthday gift for 

any elementary aged child. 
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